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Interview with Maria White – Chief  Cataloguer, 
Tate Britain, interview with Sarah Bodman and 
Tom Sowden (22/10/08)

We met Maria White at Tate Britain (www.tate.org.uk), 
in their collection store to talk about Tate’s definition of  
artists’ books and what is collected under that definition.

M - Tate Library has a collection of  about 4,500 artists’ 
books, dating from the 1960s onwards. The collection 
is international but with an emphasis on British artists. 
We have works by Ed Ruscha, Sol LeWitt, Dieter Roth, 
Lawrence Weiner, Telfer Stokes, Helen Douglas, Richard 
Long, Hamish Fulton, Ron King, Ian Tyson, Stuart 
Mugridge, John Dilnot, John McDowall, and of  course 
both of  you. As well as the artists’ books we also collect 
ephemera about artists’ books

S – So this would also cover cards and postcards?

M – Yes, private view card and postcards, flyers for books 
and exhibitions, plus small exhibition and book fair 
catalogues, even paper bags.

S - I bought a copy of  Stephen Fowler’s Home Made 
Record Sleeves last week, and it came in a bag with a 
lovely handmade sticker on, so yes, I can see you would 
want to keep things like that. And then I thought, I had 
better keep the bag as well.

M –Yes, absolutely that kind of  thing. Luckily we have 
volunteers who do the general ephemera, and every so 
often I divert them to doing the artist’s book ephemera, 
which I have to do again soon because I’ve got another 
great big box of  stuff  upstairs. In fact, the next show in 
the cabinets outside the entrance here will be selections 
from the ephemera collection. You do get some amazing 
pieces; private view cards can come in all sorts of  lovely 
shapes and formats.

S – But that’s a nice job though isn’t it, to sort through all 
of  this.

M – Oh yes. When I retire I’m going to be a sorter of  
ephemera. 

Do you want to see our collection on the shelves? I have 
a box of  books here that I have just sorted out for a 
group visit on Friday.

T – is that a student group?

M – Yes, we have quite a few group visits for students 
who are focusing on artists’ books each year, which we 
hold in the Archive and Special Collections Room.

S – I notice that you have two copies of  some books, the 
Sophie Calle’s for example, why is that?

M –We do get books donated, sometimes from galleries 
if  they produce something in association with an artist. 
Sometimes we are given books which people are unsure 
if  they are an artist’s book or a catalogue, or multiple.

T – Actually, some of  these books are beginning to blur 
the boundaries a bit aren’t they? 

M – Yes, I’m finding it more and more so; library staff  
are coming to me more often with things saying “what 
is this, what do I do with this?  Is this an artists’ book?”  
And it is quite difficult actually. 

S – Because a lot of  them could be catalogues or were 
intended to be documents?

M – Yes, and it’s deciding what is and isn’t. Artists might 
be involved in the design of  a number of  things which 
are actually catalogues or books documenting the artist’s 
work. So where do you put them? Sometimes whether 
the book contains an essay helps but in a collection like 
this one may not always be that pure.

S – That’s usually the clincher for us, if  you open it 
and there’s an essay about the artist’s work at the front 
then it’s, aah, this isn’t an artist’s book, it is actually a 
catalogue pretending to be one.

T –  What about multiples?

M – We don’t collect multiples.

T– Just books?

M – Just books.

T – And if  the ephemera comes, it’s just stuff  that is sent 
to you?

M – The ephemera, yes.  Our statement on what we do 
collect, and how we classify a book, is this: “a book 
(i.e. normally a number of  pages attached to each other 
in some way) wholly, or primarily conceived by (though 
not necessarily actually made/printed by) an artist, 
and usually produced in a cheap, multiple edition for 
wide dissemination.” We do not collect livres d’artiste, 
illustrated books, unique books.

S – Well, with technology developing now, is some of  this 
going to change?

M – I’m very old fashioned about it I have to say, I’m 
very traditional. 
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And I don’t think a book which exists on computer is a 
book.

S – So if  an artist had made something that they said 
is a book, and it was produced as a free download or on 
a mobile phone…

M – It would fall outside of  our collection.  

T – Do you think that if, and I don’t know if  they will, 
artists increasingly started to work purely in the digital 
arena you’d start to create a collection or archive here?

M – I think if  it really did take off  we’d have to, but 
what - other than the artists’ books - the library collects is 
documentation rather than works.  So the artists’ books 
collection is the only collection of  artworks. So what we 
might say is that if  people are making all these works to 
be stored and viewed in the computer’s environment, 
what used to be called computer art, actually falls within 
the remit of  the gallery rather than of  the library.

S – Because we were thinking that a lot of  e-books 
and books produced using developing technology will 
be made by artists. Last week we were in Germany at 
the Frankfurt Book Fair. Amazon were touted by the 
organisers as being there for a major presentation on the 
new Kindle, which we really wanted to see, but they did 
one for about 10 minutes and then left, they didn’t even 
have a stand to show it to anyone. So we didn’t get to try 
Amazon’s digital reader at all. 

T – We found one stand with three different types of  
e-readers on – one of  which was a prototype that won’t 
be released until next year. And I’ve seen it in the news 
for the last 8 months, it’s on the Internet, and it still won’t 
be released for another year. And we could see why, 
because we had a go on it, and it was pretty awful.

S – You assume they’re going to look great, like an i-Pod, 
but they actually look terrible, as if  you’ve just popped 
into Argos and bought a dodgy 1980’s plastic toy.

T –The screens on them were awful - like when you go 
into a mobile phone shop and they have the pretend 
screens on the phones, they almost look like that. 
There’s no real light behind them, but they’re still 
quite high contrast – so they’re trying to make it look 
like a printed page rather than a screen. They’re really 
trying to make them appeal to people who like to read 
paper-based books, and trying to copy everything you 
like about reading a book. Another thing I think that 
doesn’t work in their favour is that it’s all black and white. 
And everything else now - mobile phones and i-Pods 
have quite high-definition colour screens. None of  the 
e-readers had moving image, it was all purely static. 

S – Whereas the download mobile phone book we got 
free from the Blackbetty™ stand on Tom’s phone was 
great (www.blackbetty.org), they’ve got moving image, 
colour, different use of  graphics, and we both thought, 
now here is something that really does have some 
potential for artists’ books.   

T – And it purely exists in the format of  being viewed on 
the mobile phone. So things like that are obviously going 
to impact on us at some point, whether anyone wants 
them to or not.

M – We have a definition, as you know which says a book 
is ‘a number of  pages attached together in some way’ 
and that’s the collecting policy.

S – What if  it’s a collection of  pages on the screen?

M – Where’s the attachment to the thing though?  Oh 
God!!  

S – So really it’s paper-based only forever is it?

M – Material based.

S – Physical, handleable?

M – Yes. 

T – So, physical it is then.  And the other problem is if  
you start collecting digital that technology will change so 
quickly. 

M – Absolutely.

T – So you’d have to collect it in such a way that it’d still 
be viewable.

M – Yes.  For example, we’ve had people requesting 
videos and of  course we have no means of  playing them.  
We have old Betamax video works and we don’t have a 
player, and records but no record player.

S- We were saying obviously, if  artists’ start working with 
digital media, well I say started, some people have been 
doing it for years, but your main terminology for work in 
the book format is ‘artists’ books’ and everything spreads 
out from that.  We started a forum online the other week 
asking people what they thought of  the term ‘artists’ 
publishing’ – how do you feel about that as a term?   

T – It has not been well received!

M – I can definitely see why.  Why do other people not 
like it?
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T – People have said it’s too modern, it wasn’t traditional 
enough, and the focus strays from the physicality of  the 
book. I think people like to have ‘books’, as a distinct 
term. 

S  - People definitely want to have ‘book’ in there.

M – But then if  you’re making books…?

S – Well yes, but then if  you think there are artists who 
say their sole practice is making books, who might be 
excited about the possibility of  working with electronic 
paper, or to broadcast something through a mobile 
phone, but in their head it’s still a book isn’t it?  

M – Yes, it’s still a book.

S - For the artist it’s still a book even if  it isn’t necessarily 
thought of  as one by the people looking at it.  Maybe 
if  you’d never seen an artist’s book before and someone 
showed you a phone and said “read this text”, they might 
say, “So what? It’s a phone, with words on it”.  But if  you 
were an artist and you were working with the book and 
someone said ‘you can use this technology’, I think - well 
for me anyway - it would still be a book that I’d made.

T – Yes, I would too.

S – We were also talking about ‘book works’, because 
that still has the ‘book’.

M – Well for artists it doesn’t matter at all what the 
definitions are.  It only really matters for collectors and 
librarians who have to deal with this

S – And people who write about it and teach it.

M – Yes.

T – But it does matter for artists as well, as we’ve found 
in the forums. They do, of  course, like to be able to 
classify what they make themselves.

M – Sorry, what I meant was for them they follow where 
their work takes them. They are not bothered about 
boundaries. 

S – But it’s what it’s called that is more important to you 
than to them.

T – Going back to that question, do you think – keep it 
as ‘artists’ books’ but expand what the book could be?
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M - Aah. But you’ve still got the problem because, as you 
know, there has always been a problem with the term 
‘artists’ books’. But before you even get on to the ‘book’ 
there is the apostrophe…

S/T – Don’t get us started on that one!

M – I suppose what I am saying is that I’m not exactly 
going to run out of  this type of  ‘book’ that we collect.

S – Oh no, no – I don’t think so.  We hear so many 
people saying digital will take over, but it won’t.

M – It won’t but there is, as you say, another area that we 
are possibly ignoring, which is taking place. And that is a 
problem.  But there’s no way I can afford to look at that, 
either time wise, money wise or storage wise.

S – But what if  you had plenty of  time and money?

M – In a perfect world I would get someone else to 
collect it within this institution.

S – If  that happened, would it be collected as part of  
something related to books?  Or just collected as part of  
the gallery?

M – I would think of  it as something other than a book.

S – So that’s the difference isn’t it.

M – Yes. 

T – Is it that it’s a multiple, or is that something different 
again?

M – No, as I would think of  a multiple as being 
something physical.

S –I think what we’re going to cause at the end of  all 
this is a lot of  arguments, which is what we said would 
happen at the very beginning.

T – We are of  course playing devil’s advocate as well, just 
to see what reaction we’ll get. But also going to Frankfurt 
last week, one of  the specific reasons we went was to 
see the digital publishing section.  It’s minute! And the 
majority of  it had nothing to see for actual publishing 
because it was all about file sharing – it was companies 
who are writing software in order to be able to publish, 
but there were very few people actually publishing. 

It was all about securely sending your files to clients. 
And actually that surprised me because I thought it 
would be a bigger part of  the book fair, so I wonder 
really, people are talking about digital replacing physical, 

and then you go to that and you see how small it is, and 
you think – well it won’t be any time soon.

M – I think perhaps within a library context the e-books 
that you hear about at the moment are documentary 
books rather than creative books. 

S – But something’s going to have to give soon, not so 
much in the collections’ policies but for accepting artists’ 
books made in these formats. We’ll just have to wait a 
bit longer before we know how big this will be.


